
Who We Are

We are a group of individuals who share 
common love for video games. We are ecstatic 
to finally have our own gaming team, and our 
hopes is that we continue to grow and gain 
recognition throughout the gaming industry, 
hoping to one day compete competitvely.
1. TagJester Real name: Kyle Darby,  is the offi-
cial leader of the group. Who has competed in 
First person shooter tournaments in times past. 
His vision is to gather more people to the group, 
and while having fun, maybe one day we will 
make it big.
2. TagJoker Real name: Stephen Gill, plays a key 
role in support, and strategy when playing team 
objective based games. As long as he is helping 
contribute to the victory in the end that is all 
that matters.
3. Xvega88 Real name: Donnie Kluess, is our 
reliable slayer in First person shooter games. 
When we need a definite victory we can count 
on Kluess to come through in tight situations. 
Kluess enjoys playing recreationally, and com-
petitively.
4. KN1GH7IM3 Real name: Chris Knight. 
Knight is a support player in objective based 
gaming. Knight plays recreationally, and enjoy 
live streaming on twitch. Knight really views 
himself as another piece that completes the 
puzzle of Team Avid Gaming.

What We Do

Live Stream - We do live streams of the latest, 
and current video games to date.

Commentary - We provide commentaries on 
our videos for our viewers, as well as walk-
throughs for people having a tough time getting 
through certain parts of a game.

Reviews - Our reviews provide a brief analysis 
on video games past and present. We try our 
best to remain unbiased, and give the rating 
based on certain aspects of gameplay.

Montages - For viewing pleasure we do mon-
tages, as well as other videos showcasing skill 
sets, game mechanics, graphics and other strat-
egies for games. Our montages range from 1-5 
minutes.

Contact

Christopher Knight

Twitter.com/KN1GH7IME

Facebook.comKN1GH7IM3

Youtube.com/KN1GH7IM3
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Team Avid Gaming
Twitch Channels

Twitch.tv/TagJester

Twitch.tv/TagJoker

Twitch.tv/Xvega88

Twitch.tv/KN1GH7IM3

Console War

Xbox One vs. Ps4 vs. WiiU
       
        Price                    Price                  Price
      $400-499          $300-$400        $200-$350
        RAM                    RAM                 RAM
    8GBDDR3        8GBGDDR5      2GBDDR3
   Blu-ray/DVD   Blu-ray/DVD   Blu-ray/DVD
         Yes                         Yes                25GB OD
   Game DVR         GAME DVR    GAME DVR
         Yes                          Yes                      No
      Storage                  Storage              Storage
      500GB                    500GB              500GB
       Cloud                    Cloud                Cloud
         Yes                          Yes                      No
    Controller           Controller         Controller
   XBO wirless       Dual Shock 4      Gamepad
   Backwards           Backwards        Backwards 
 Compatibility     Compatibility   Compatibility
        None                     None                  Yes
                           
    
     
Take into consideration these specifications 

when purchasing your console!!!


